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Tekra Showing at DScoop in San Antonio, TX

New Berlin WI -  Tekra, A Division of EIS, Inc. an inaugural member of DScoop and an appoint-
ed HP Indigo Preferred Partner, will be exhibiting at DScoop in San Antonio for their 11th year 
at booth #549. Tekra will be featuring several plastic substrates for both the Indigo presses, as 
well as, various inkjet press types.

“Our time-tested Dura-Go products are coated with a top-quality coating, specially designed for 
optimal ink adhesion and optics for graphic arts applications with the HP Indigo inks,” states 
Rebecca Fuhrman, Tekra’s Digital Films Market Development Manager. “We are consistently 
expanding the Dura-Go line to meet the markets evolutional needs and are proud to announce 
that we now stock materials in the 29.5” x 20.825” sheet sizes for the HP Indigo 10000 press,” 
continues Fuhrman.

In addition to our Dura-Go line of films, Tekra caters to the inkjet market as well with their 
JetView Inkjet film lines. These lines feature UV, Latex, and Solvent inkjet receptive substrates 
in polycarbonate and polyester films, as well as, 3M™ Commercial Solutions products. “One of 
many featured inkjet products at DScoop will be our new JetView Latex 8 mil Backlit Polyester 
film. Its aesthetic quality is rivaled only by its durability with a recyclability rating of #1,” adds 
Fuhrman.

Visit Tekra at DScoop booth 549 at the Henry B. Gonzalez Convention Center in San Antonio, 
TX April 14-16 to check out all of their featured products.

Tekra, A Division of EIS, Inc. has provided plastic film and adhesive solutions to the printing industry for over 40 
years and to the digital films industry for nearly 20 years.  Tekra offers proprietary coating technologies, converting 
services, and, through special supplier relationships, a full line of plastic substrates.  Tekra is the North American 
authorized distributor and exclusive distributor to the North American medical diagnostic market for DuPont Teijin 
Films™, the authorized distributor for the polycarbonate film products of SABIC Innovative Plastics in the United 
States and Canada, and an Authorized Converter and Distributor for 3M adhesives.


